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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the mandatory role of IFRS adoption in the association of accounting conservatism and investment efficiency in Pakistan. The study applied the model of Basu's (1997) to measure the conditional accounting conservatism for timely recognition of expected loss and gain. For empirical analysis, the study took a sample of 165 firms listed at Pakistan Stock Exchange and employed panel data methodology over the data of 2008-2017. Firms size, leverage, return on assets, and growth are taken as control variables to assess the relationship between accounting conservatism and investment efficiency. Findings of the study revealed that conditional accounting conservatism significantly affected the firms’ investment efficiency with the mandatory adoption of IFRS in Pakistan. IFRS adoption enhanced the firms’ investment efficiency and motivated to adopt the principle of accounting conservatism for recognizing the expected losses in timely manner in order to achieve investment efficiency. Timely recognition of expected losses played an important role in reducing agency problems and asymmetric information. In Pakistani setting, it is the pioneer study which highlighted the importance of accounting conservatism in protecting the surplus resources of investors and enhancing the overall investment efficiency under mandatory adoption of IFRS. These findings offer policy implications for focusing on the adaptation of IFRS in Pakistan.
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1. Introduction

The ongoing developments in today’s world, especially in developing countries, are being considered initiatives to progress but various economic issues create hurdles to achieve the targets. The developing economies need an appropriate way to use the surplus of wealth in better investment opportunities to
overcome these economic issues (Wang, Zhu et al. 2015). In this regard, one of the best approach is expansion and development of efficient investment because the efficient investment is carried out by firms in different projects, have been considered as a tool to bear the shocks of recession periods (Hayati and Sedaghat 2016). The changing environment of world arise the need of proper and practical solutions to use surplus cash flows in the efficient investments. When a firm invests in the projects, it leads to the physical development of the country and it creates employment opportunities and when a firm invests in the shape of capital it leads to the development of capital markets. That is why the investment decisions are important to the firm as well as for the economy. Further, the quality of investment should be focused, rather than the quantity of investment.

In the absence of frictions like adverse selection or agency cost, firms focus on those projects which have a positive net worth at the current period. Generally speaking, investment efficiency refers to accept those projects which have positive NPV and neglect to those which have negative NPV in the current period (Lara, Osma et al. 2016). Investment efficiency is deeply subject to agency problems which easily leads to select the projects having negative net present value (Over-Investment) and neglecting of positive NPV’s projects (Under-Investment) by managers for their benefits. Both ways of investment (Over and Under Investment) belong to inefficiency in investment which will cause to loss of surplus resources so firms try to measure the loss by approaching the accounting conservatism principle to bring efficiency in investment by the anticipation of loss before accruing (Stein 2003).

Financial statements disseminate the internal information to stakeholders, however, the authenticity of this information cannot be certified, so there is lack of transparency (Dayanandan, Donker et al. 2016). The reported earnings are the main concern for the managers, investors and stakeholders (Shan 2015) and External capital providers rely on earnings regardless of other determinants. Earnings are of good quality if are a good indicator of future earnings (stable earnings), consequently, when an accounting treatment produces volatile earnings, those volatile earnings are estimated to be of poor quality. Accounting conservatism is a fundamental feature of quality of financial reporting, as it is improves the reliability of financial statements and reduces information asymmetry (Mohammed, Ahmed et al. 2017). Conservatism reduces agency conflict in three ways. First, it limits management overpayment to them and other parties with its timely recognition of losses and delayed recognition of profit (Watts, 2003), Second, it prevents managers from investing in negative net present value (NPV) projects (Delkhosh and Sadeghi 2017). Third, managers are more likely to abandon negative NPV projects under conservative accounting because it causes economic losses from these projects recognized on a time basis (Watts, 2003).

In this connection, International Financial Reporting Standards (hereafter IFRS) which are being adopted in different economies that provide assistance for efficient investment as moderator and improve the transparency as well as the comparability of accounting information (Barth, Landsman et al. 2008); (Lee 2011). IFRS were introduced by IASB by improving IAS in 2004 which leads to higher accounting quality, more market liquidity, and the lowest cost of capital. The goal of IFRS is the only provision of useful information for decision making about investment, IFRS provides that information in time as compare to domestic GAAP therefore, we expect more chances of overall efficient investment for that firm which is adopting international financial reporting standards because that firm’s investors are more able to monitor the management of the firm concerning efficient investment decisions (Lu and Trabelsi 2013). Financial economic theories state that the optimal investment process of a firm is mostly driven by the information asymmetry among firms and capital providers about how much surplus of resources are allocated by firms for investment opportunities and information asymmetry is another determinant of accounting conservatism (LaFond and Watts 2008). Additionally, accounting conservatism is helpful to avoid opportunistic behaviors of a firm’s management which leads to an increase in the value of the firm by choosing efficient investment-based projects. In accounting-based policies, accounting conservatism is a basic fundamental principle which is being used from last three eras, and for financial information, accounting conservatism principle is considered as most useable
attribute however the acceptability for economic and investment benefits of this is like a question among policy setters and academicians (Whittington, 2014). IFRS are accounting rules and standards issued by an independent organization known as IASB by updating IAS since 2001 to enable the users of financial statements to compare their statements with other countries. Pakistan has made many changes in its accounting standards according to international standards like IFRS. In this regard, SECP has directed the companies as per the direction of IACP to compliance the IAS / IFRS under section 234 of companies’ ordinance 1984. IFRS adoption is considered an appropriate set of IAS. Pakistan is one of the few economies that have started to apply the updated IAS since 2003. As ICAP is responsible for all accounting rules and regulations, has directed that all public companies listed in PSX are required to prepare their Financial Statements according to the updated IAS while IFRS is being adopted without making any alternation in such updated standards excluding IFRS 1 and IFRS 6 under the proper guidance of ICAP since 2007. Pakistan has not adopted IFRS 1 and 14 and IFRS 9 has been deferred until 30th June 2021. During the exemption period, companies are following the requirements of IAS 39.

2. Literature Review

Studies on accounting conservatism and investment efficiency are substantial and largely grounded upon agency theory and positive accounting theory. Quality of earnings figure is assumed an important element for the financial reporting of firms and firm’s performance in developed economies. However, in developing economies like Pakistan, it is expected that the financial reporting characteristics are not so effective the reduction of agency conflict due to the influential power of shareholders control and delicate legal enforcements. Conservatism limits the intent of managers to improve the explanation power of financial figures of firms. Thus, conservatism is a necessary approach to managing insecurity or inherent risks in transactions as it may protect the interests of stakeholders (Watts 2003). Conservatism can serve as a constraint on opportunistic managerial behavior, compensating for managerial biases by affecting asymmetric information and in a sense, conservatism improves the quality of earnings (Ahmed and Duellman 2007, Chen, Hemmer et al. 2007, Lara, Osma et al. 2009, García Lara, Garcia Osma et al. 2012). In literature, conservatism is defined in many ways. For instance, as per first definition of Bliss (1924) conservatism means “anticipate losses rather to anticipate gains”. Basu (1997) viewed that earnings replicate the bad news quickly as compared to good news. Givoly and Hayn (2000) define conservatism as the choice of accounting principles that minimize reported cumulative earnings by slowing the recognition of income, faster recognition of expenses, lower the valuation of assets and higher valuation of liabilities. Under the current GAAP, conservatism applies to the measurement of wealth and recognition of income and expenses; tends to guide accountants to choose accounting methods in in favor of slower revenue recognition and lower valuation of net assets. This study follows the Basu’s (1997) model for the measurement of conservatism. Efficient allocation of capital theory endorses that the firm should avoid to invest funds in those projects having negative rate of return (Bushman, Piotroski et al. 2011). Sound quality of financial statements helps the stakeholders to allocate their resources efficiently by diminishing the asymmetric information and financial reporting quality enhances the investment efficiency (Guo, Huang et al. 2020). Conservatism deters the opportunistic behavior of managers, not allow them to invest in the projects having negative Net Present Value or negative rate of returns and also prevent them to defer the losses to offset in the future. Conservatism accounting enhances the reporting quality, reduces the information asymmetry and resolves the problem of investment inefficiency (Chen et al., 2011; Guay and Verrecchia (2018).

Prior studies show that conservatism impacts positively the Investment Efficiency up to much extent. This type of impact produces in different forms. The first one can be observed in the form that conservatism which mitigates the level of asymmetric information between shareholders and managers and results in the reduction of the cost of adverse selection (Bushman, Piotroski et al. 2011), decreasing the cost of borrowing the external capital (Houcine 2017), and increasing the monitoring and controlling. It implies that managers are not much biased, the conflict of interest is lowest and they are
less likely to make those decisions which are biased or that are related to agency conflicts such as risk shifting, empire building and risk avoidance. The second form of this impact can be observed that if the quality of reporting and financial information is higher, it reflects “truthful” and unbiased representation which allows the employees and managers to make the predictions, planning and economic decisions on the basis of real situation of the firm.

(Bushman, Piotroski et al. 2011) state that low investment opportunities enhance the chances of accounting conservatism but finds that also there is no increase in the efficient investment process and opportunity by recognition of losses in time (Bushman, Piotroski et al. 2005). Mak, Strong et al. (2011) expand the accounting conservatism model and adoption to achieve investment efficiency by timely estimation of expected unfavorable cash flows among the United Kingdom listed firms while they find strong evidence about the use of conservatism principle of accounting for efficient investment. Roychowdhury (2010) and Guay and Verrecchia (2018) found that the conservatism constraints the role of manager as well as overcomes the agency problems which leads towards investment efficiency by gaining from over-investment patterns and on the other side accounting conservatism may become the cause of abnormal investment concerning incentives for mangers that directly neglect the positive NPVs projects means to say an under-invest pattern of a firm.

Theoretical argument suggests that IFRS influences the asymmetric information among stakeholders by increasing the accounting information transparency and comparability (Abad, Cutillas- Gomariz et al. 2018). As stated earlier, minimum information gap leads to investment efficiency which reflects that optimal corporate investment is the result of IFRS adoption. Schleicher, Tahoun et al. (2010) examined the link between IFRS and investment efficiency in European countries and find that application of IFRS makes stronger sensitivity of cash flows and suggest that more cash flows result more investment opportunities. Márquez-Ramos (2008) investigates that the accounting process is a way to decrease the informational cost to enhance international investment, furthermore, concludes that adoption of IFRS has impacts on the European economy and “companies of different economies are expected to take part in opportunities of foreign investment with great extent” and this study also contributed that IFRS adoption in “risk-averse countries” has many fruitful results in term of FDI. Florou and Pope (2012) show that “the adoption of IFRS enhances the investors demand as well as an increase in institutional holdings by IFRS adaptors” while the mandatory adoption of IFRS leads to higher FRQ which motivates the firms to invest in efficient projects relatively compare to GAAP. André, Filip et al. (2014) examines the investment efficiency relationship along with accounting conservatism and IFRS adoption by French firms and finds that IFRS adoption balance the difference of over-under investment by considering that conservatism as an accounting quality factor for financial reporting. Chen, Young et al. (2012) elaborate the effect of IFRS adoption on investment efficiency of almost 17 EU countries’ firms and also gauge the effect of firms return on the asset on investment efficiency for the same population. In conclusion remarks they support that argument that after the adoption of IFRS affects the firm’s return on an asset as well as a decrease in over-investment and increase in under-investment that means an efficient investment of firm respectively. Balfoussia and Gibson (2018) study the relationship between corporate investment and financial condition in European countries after mandatory adoption of IFRS and find that “financial conditions are in control and play an important role for investment decisions after IFRS adoption”. Louis and Urcan (2014) Study to examine that what is leading role of mandatory adoption of IFRS in “cross-border acquisitions into adoption and non-adoption countries” so they find that there is a significant enhancement of the flow of investment in those countries’ listed firms which adopt the IFRS. Shima and Gordon (2011) research in the United State to investigate the relationship of international investment made by US investors in other economies after the implementation of IFRS and say that there is a significant positive association between US investment and adoption of IFRS with proper enforcement of regulation and legal system. IFRS adoption reduces informational conflicts among managers and investors, outsiders and insiders, means have a positive impact on the investment efficiency of firms and the other hand, IFRS are recognized as improvements in accounting conservatism (André, Filip et al. 2014).
3. Methodology

The sample of the study consists of listed firms in the Pakistan Stock Exchange for the years 2008 to 2017. Financial firms and insurance companies are excluded from the sample because of differences in reporting structures and regulations (Firth, Fung et al. 2007). Firms with insufficient data are also excluded and final sample consist of 165 firms after the adjustment of outliers. We extract the financial data directly from the annual reports of non-financial firms.

3.1 Measurement of Accounting Conservatism

Managers can do earning management by using two ways. Either through intentionally manipulation in accruals or through influence in real activities. In first method, only accruals are manipulated and operating activities and cash flows are not affected. It means that only performed activities are manipulated. However in the second method, managers involve in manipulation of firm’s events that have an impact on earnings. Such type of manipulation has direct impact on cash flows. The managers and firms give discount to enhance sales for the time being, operates overproduction and cut in discretionary expenses, to increase the earning figure. To detect the timely loss recognition, first proxy developed by (Basu 1997). This model is based on the assumption that when losses are incurred, market efficiency reflects in returns. In this empirical study we use the Basu model to measure the conditional conservatism by using earnings-returns association as under:-

\[
\frac{\text{NinCOME}}{\text{MVE}_{t-1}} = \beta_1 + \beta_2 D_t + \beta_3 SRET_t + \beta_4 D_t X SRET_t + \epsilon_t
\]  

Where: NCOME represent net income in time; MVE shows the market value of equity at the beginning of time t; D_t is a dummy variable, 1 if SRET_t < 0 and 0 otherwise and SRET is the stock price return at time t. \(\beta_3\) is the measure of good news timeliness and \(\beta_4\) is a measure of incremental effect of bad news timeliness over good news timeliness. Higher \(\beta_4\) reflects the higher level of timely loss recognition i.e If bad news is recognized in a more timely fashion than good news, \(\beta_4\) will be greater than zero (\(\beta_4 > 0\)). Higher timely loss recognition depicts the good level of earning quality.

3.2 Measurement of Investment Efficiency

Investment efficiency is a dependent variable of this study we represent the firm is working efficiently if firms undertake investments with positive NPV so as per previous studies, investment efficiency is measured as deviations from expected investment using a model that predicts investment as a function of growth opportunities so both types of investments as over investment and under-investment are considered as inefficient investments made by firm (Biddle, Hilary et al. 2009). This model is based on the firm’s sales value shows that the firm is expecting efficient investment;

\[
\text{Investment} = \alpha_0 + \beta_1 \text{Sales}_it + \epsilon_it
\]  

Positive residuals represent that there are positive deviations from expected investment means over-investment which suggests that selection of negative NPV’s projects by firm but if calculated residues would be negative, it means that negative deviation from an expected investment of firm which represent the under-investment. In this model if \(\epsilon_{it} < 0\) = under-investment while if \(\epsilon_{it} > 0\) = over-investment.

3.3 Measurement of IFRS

International reporting standards adopted as moderating variable in this study which is being estimated by considering as a Dummy Variable (Piot, Dumontier et al. 2011) (Piot, Janin et al. 2010). Coded one if a firm reported the financial statements under IFRS otherwise coded zero.

3.4 Empirical Models

To test the hypothesis, a multiple regression analysis is used. To check the multicollinearity, correlation analysis is and ensured that the data is free from this issue. Other diagnostic tests are also applied and
following (Omware, Atheru et al. 2020), we use the following three regression equations to investigate the relationship between investment efficiency and accounting conservatism with the moderating role of IFRS:

\[ INEF_{it} = \alpha + \beta ACON_{it} + YIFRS_{it} + \xi SIZE_{it} + \varphi LEV_{it} + \tau GW_{it} + \lambda ROA_{it} + \varepsilon_{it} \quad (3) \]

Where \( INEF_{it} \) = Investment Efficiency, \( ACON_{it} \) = Accounting Conservatism. \( IFRS_{it} \) = International Financial Reporting Standards, \( SIZE_{it} \) = logarithm of total assets, \( LEV_{it} \) = Debt to Equity, \( GW_{it} \) = Market Value of Equity / Book Value of Equity, and \( ROA_{it} \) = Net Income / Total Assets; and \( \varepsilon_{it} \) = Error term. \( i \) is the number of firms 1,2,3……N and \( t \) is the number of years 1,2,3……T.

To address the moderating role of IFRS adoption, equation 4 with the introduction of the interactive term is expressed as under:

\[ INEF_{it} = \alpha + \beta ACON_{it} + YIFRS_{it} + \eta ACON_{it} \times IFRS_{it} + \xi SIZE_{it} + \varphi LEV_{it} + \tau GW_{it} + \lambda ROA_{it} + \varepsilon_{it} \quad (4) \]

The sign of coefficient of the interactive term (\( \eta \)) express the moderating role of IFRS that whether IFRS adoption distort or enhance the association among accounting conservatism and investment efficient in the context of Pakistan. A positive sign indicates that the IFRS adoption increases the association and negative sign indicates the distortion of the relationship of the conservatism and investment efficiency.

To gauge the total effect of IFRS adoption on the association of conservatism and investment efficiency, the equation is expressed as:

\[ \frac{\gamma INEF}{\gamma ACON} = \beta + \eta IFRS \quad (5) \]

Given that \( \beta \) is expected to be positive, if the positive sign of \( \eta \) is greater than the positive sign of, this implies that IFRS adoption is sufficient to enhance the “positive” effect of Conservatism on investment efficiency.

3.5 Control Variables

Following control variables are taken into account in this study.

3.5.1 Firm size (FS)

Prior studies use the company size as a determinant variable of firm investment magnitude, economic and financial performance and as a determinant of financial reporting quality. Big firms are motivated to explain optimistic results on investment horizons (Prior, Surroca et al. 2008). Moreover the size of the company has been used in many research studies concerning financial reporting quality, but these consequences are uncertain (Martínez-Ferrero 2014). Corporation size is estimated by taking the natural logarithm of firm’s total assets.

3.5.2 Leverage (LVG)

High levered firms are induced to underinvestment (Bistrova, Lace et al. 2011) and leverage is the risk of debt or default and it can be measured by taking the ratio of debt to equity. Different variables commonly used in earlier studies are the rank of leverage (DEBT). But it was found that debt ratios are the main determinants of earnings management changes (Martinez, 2014).

3.5.3 Growth (GW)

Previous research suggests that managers have an incentive to engage in excessive investment to expand their companies' business beyond the ideal level and to consume benefits when their companies experience a high level of growth (Richardson 2006). Growing a firm is expected to enhance the firm’s
value therefore we include the level of growth as a control variable in this study. GW is measured by dividing the market value of equity by the book value of equity (ratio of equity) belong to the firm (Billet, King et al. 2007).

3.5.4 Return on Asset (ROA)
Many existing studies demonstrate that larger and more profitable enterprises prefer financial stability and conservative management, preventing managers from getting involved in excessive investment, so we gauge the company profitability, which can be calculated as shared net profit of the total assets held by the company (Frederickson and Hilary 2006).

4. Empirical Results
Descriptive statistics is applied for the purpose to summarize the attributes of data. Table-1 elaborate the key descriptive statistics values of the adopted factors of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S. D.</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INEF</td>
<td>0.5224</td>
<td>0.2240</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACON</td>
<td>-0.3045</td>
<td>1.3249</td>
<td>-1.2055</td>
<td>4.5398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS</td>
<td>0.6000</td>
<td>0.4900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACONxIFRS</td>
<td>-0.1874</td>
<td>1.8995</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.5398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.0719</td>
<td>0.1327</td>
<td>-1.2070</td>
<td>0.8062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>5.0990</td>
<td>1.6914</td>
<td>3.7102</td>
<td>9.0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>0.4802</td>
<td>0.2578</td>
<td>0.2456</td>
<td>0.7369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>0.4333</td>
<td>1.7248</td>
<td>-0.0389</td>
<td>0.6137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.2435</td>
<td>1.8972</td>
<td>-0.0452</td>
<td>0.9835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As concern with table-1, investment efficiency has a mean value of 0.5224, the value of overall standard deviation is 0.2240 with the minimum value of investment efficiency (overall) is 0.0073 and the overall maximum value of investment efficiency is 0.9995. These statistics indicate that firms are involved in over investment strategies as mean value is positive. The descriptive results of accounting conservatism are: mean value is -0.3045 while standard deviation is 1.3249 and overall minimum and maximum values are -1.2055 and 4.5398 respectively. Positive value of ACON shows that the firms use the principle of conservatism. IFRS has a mean value of 0.6000, the value of standard deviation is 0.4900 with minimum value of international financial reporting standards (overall) is 0 maximum value of IFRS is 1. The descriptive results about the interactive term of IFRS and conservatism (ACONxIFRS) are such as: mean value is -0.1874 while standard deviation is 1.8995 and the overall minimum and maximum values are 0 and 4.5398 respectively. The descriptive results of return on asset (ROA) show that the mean value is 0.0719 while standard deviation is 0.1327 overall and the overall minimum and maximum values are -1.2070 and 0.8062 respectively. The descriptive results of firm size (SIZE) are; mean value is 5.0990 while standard deviation is 1.6914 and the overall minimum and maximum values are 8.7102 and 20.0230 respectively. Mean value of firm leverage (LEV) is 0.4802, standard deviation is 0.2578, overall minimum value is 0.2456 and maximum value is 0.7369 respectively. These leverage results show that firms in Pakistan rely on debt. The descriptive results of firms’ growth (GW) show that the mean value is 0.4333 while standard deviation is 1.7248 overall with minimum and maximum values -0.0389 and 0.61378 respectively.

The correlation matrix provides an assistant to check the issue of multicollinearity among sample variables. There is a phenomenon in which two or more independent variables are too correlated with each other in multiple regressions. The correlation matrix also tells and presents the relational strength of independent variables of the study.

Table-2 identifies the strength of the relationship among variables which indicates that the correlation between accounting conservatism and investment efficiency is 0.1823. Correlation between IFRS and
INEF is also positive 0.1134 and the relationship among interactive term and INEF is 0.1134. The relationship between INVEFFI and ROA is 0.1905 which indicates the positive association between investment efficiency and return on asset. While table value of size 0.3860 shows the positive relationship between INEF and SIZE, furthermore, above table also explains the negative correlation of investment efficiency and firms’ leverage by showing value as -0.3713. Firms’ growth is positively associated with investment efficiency suggesting that firm with growth opportunities have involved in efficient investments. This correlation matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>INEF</th>
<th>ACON</th>
<th>IFRS</th>
<th>ACONxIFRS</th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>LEV</th>
<th>GW</th>
<th>ROA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INEF</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACON</td>
<td>0.1823</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS</td>
<td>0.1134</td>
<td>0.2536</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACONxIFRS</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.3817</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.1905</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>0.3860</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
<td>0.0362</td>
<td>0.1722</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>-0.3713</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>-0.0060</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>-0.3528</td>
<td>-0.1355</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>0.1953</td>
<td>-0.0064</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.4079</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
<td>-0.1721</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.3246</td>
<td>0.4814</td>
<td>0.2460</td>
<td>0.2917</td>
<td>0.2754</td>
<td>0.3702</td>
<td>0.3065</td>
<td>0.3520</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

represents that there is no any correlation coefficient is higher than 0.50. We have calculated the variance inflation factor for each explanatory variable (results not shown here) and it is confirmed that there is no problem of multicollinearity exists in the data series.

4.1 Regression Results
For the panel data analysis, Hausman test is applied for the selection between random effect and fixed effect models. Panel data analysis covers the heterogeneity of firms and captures time variations effect as well. As concerned with the above-stated test the P-value is less than 5% which means that fixed effect model is appropriate for the estimation of data. Main results are reported in Table 3 and it is clear that in all regression characteristics, the value of R² is high along with the statistically significant value of F-statistics, both supports the reliability of the results. Keeping the other factors same, the results indicate that ACON has a positive significant association with INVEFFI as p-value is less than 0.05 and also the coefficient value of ACON is 0.05653 which means that 1 unit change in accounting conservatism will cause of 5.6% positive change in investment efficiency. These results approve that conservatism leads to investment efficiency and deters the managerial opportunities behavior and enhance the information asymmetry. These findings are aligned with the results of (Lara, Osma et al. 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model-1</th>
<th>Model-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Prob.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACON</td>
<td>0.0565</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS</td>
<td>0.0323</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACON*IFRS</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
<td>0.0360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>-0.0328</td>
<td>0.0472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.0762</td>
<td>0.0386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONS.</td>
<td>0.0927</td>
<td>0.0582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Stat</td>
<td>3.1400</td>
<td>(0.0152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R-Square</td>
<td>0.4946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coefficient of IFRS (0.0323) shows that a 1 unit change in IFRS is caused a change of 3.23% in investment efficiency at 5% level of significance. These findings suggest that set of IFRS reduces the
asymmetric information by increasing the comparative power of financial statements and stakeholders can recognize the good or bad investment horizons. Taken together, these results provide evidence that the mandatory adoption of IFRS seems to alleviate the information asymmetry between the minority and majority shareholders in countries where several investors exercise significant control over resources and assets. Firm’s Size, growth, leverage and profitability are served as control variables to determine the investment and financial decisions (Biddle, Ma et al. 2020). The positive and significant magnitude of size indicates that large firms have better investment performance as compared to small concerns.

In model-2, IFRS has significant positive effect (0.0393) on investment efficiency at 5% level of significance indicating that a unit increase in the IFRS adoption cause around 3.93% increase in the selection of efficient investments. The coefficient of interactive term is 0.0927 (positive) and it occurs at and higher than 5% level of significance. These results show that interactive term did not inhibit the relationship between accounting conservatism and investment efficiency of the firms. A positive sign indicates that the IFRS adoption increases the association of the conservatism and investment efficiency. To gauge the total effect as suggested in model-3, the coefficient of interactive term is positive which represent that IFRS adoption enhances the relationship of conservatism on investment efficiency. This coefficient is positive and significant at 5% level. Influence of IFRS as a moderator is gauged through the magnitude of the interactive term as suggested in model-3. The value 0.1676 (i.e. 0.0749+0.01676) represents the total effect of accounting conservatism on investment efficiency. These findings show that positive interaction is sufficient to enhance the positive association of conservatism and investment decisions. This is a significant contribution in the literature relating conservatism.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to identify the association of accounting conservatism and investment efficiency under the moderating role of IFRS adoption by Pakistani firms. This study also captures the impact of conservatism under the shadow of asymmetric information to the concept of agency theory (Aharony, Barniv et al. 2010). This study empirically proves that adoption of IFRS improves conservatism and conservatism enhances the efficiency in the investment of sample firms as (André, Filip et al. 2015) state such results in their research. Further, asymmetric information plays an important role towards the adoption of IFRS concerning enhance underinvestment and to reduce overinvestment while this study also contributes that, with the adoption of IFRS, more conservative sample firms invest more as the study of (Ahmed and Duellman 2011) present such impacts. In this study, the association between conservatism and IFRS adoption is significant which means that mandatory adoption of IFRS by Pakistani sample firms increases the opportunities to recognize expected loss in time to select those projects having positive NPVs and to neglect such projects which have negative NPVs to enhance the chances of efficient investment, however, as recent and last studies present that mandatory adoption of IFRS improves accounting conservatism along with improvement of investment efficiency also by such adoption by developed and underdeveloped economies (Aharony, Barniv et al. 2010); (Kythreotis 2014) and (Whittington 2014). Investors should motivate the firms to conduct conservative financial reporting under the proper implementation of IFRS to recognize the loss in time to achieve efficiency in investment made by them. The principle of accounting, conservatism is useful for investors of business firms to protect their investment and to enhance the value of the firm.

Regulatory bodies and standard setters should adopt the accounting principle of conservatism in the presentation of financial statements of firms under international reporting rules and regulations like IFRS rather than under local/national reporting standards such as GAAP, further, to motivate the firms’ managers to show a fair picture of firms’ position before the investors for efficient investment. Finally, the results of the adoption of such recommendations will be a reduction in agency and asymmetric information related conflicts respectively. This study considers few variables i.e. accounting conservatism; investment efficiency and post-adoption of IFRS in Pakistan only along with some control variables such as growth, size, and leverage while for future research, conservatism and investment efficiency can be tested through the relationship of conservatism with corporate governance, audit
quality, FRQ, earning management and performance of other developing economies’ firms belong to pre and post-adoption of IFRS by Sri Lankan and Indian firms, etc.
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